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Abstract

For a regular tetrahedral arrangement of four identical atoms, the

minimum velocity of one atom, required for that atom to pass through the

plane of the other three, is used to define the melting point, of any solid
composed of such a,toms. The forrnula which results is fo=($*t2)tOa0, ;,rt

which ft is Planck's constant. Computations and results are described for
helium, neon, argon, krypton, xenon and copper. The methodology is then

extended to homogeneous, diatomic molecular solids and results are

described for H, D2, N2r 02, and Clr.

*Computations perforned on the CRAY Y-MP/8 at the University of Texas
Center for High Performance Computing.



Introduction

The melting point of a solid characterizes, in a fundamental waYr

transition in between solid and fluid states. It is usually defined in
terms of the average kinetic energy of a large ensemble of atoms or

molecules ([1], t2]). In this paper rle will develop an approach for
determining the melting point of a homogeneous atomic or molecular solid
via the four-body problem. 0f course, four-body problems ca.nnot, it
general, be solved analytically, so that computer methodology will be

required. As a consequence of our approach, a new formula in terms of
Planckts constant. rather than Boltzmannts constant. results.

2. Formula Development

Consider first four identical atoms P1r Pz, P3, Pt, each of mass m.

Let 6?) be a related classical inter-atonic potential and let F be the

inter-atomic force defined bv 6. Let F be zero when r equals r*, which is
called the equilibrium distance. Though r and r* will be given in
angstroms, all other quantities will be given in cgs units.

Next set P;e i=1r2r3r4, to be the vertices of a regula,r tetrahedron of
edge length r*, at the respective points (n;rV;,2;), as shown in Fig. l, in

which, for convenience, (tr,at,rr; =(0,0,[{'*)'-(3"-sin60'}}/'?), (x2,y2,22)=

(0,3"*sino0',0), (oe,ue, z") =$r*, -|r*sin60',0), (rq,uq,rn) =(-ir*, -|r*sin60',0).

For this arrangement, Pz, Ps, P4 are in the XY plane and are

equidistant from the origin, while P, lies on the Z axis.
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To derive a formula for the melting point of a solid, we begin by

studying, in particular, copper. For this purpose, note first that a.

Lennard-Jones (6-12) potential for copper is [3]

(2.1) 6(,)=-11'3e-F068
,6 ) ro-'o + (!'-!++-44) 1o-s ("rg)1 .398068

In dynes, the force,F th".t has magnitude l' given by

(2.2) F=-(3-qff4E1o-2+(8ff€,. )

from which it follows readily that r* =2.46048d ;,.

Ve now apply molecular dynamics to the tetrahedral system P1p Pz, Pg,

P4. The Newtonian equa,tions of motion are

in which ii i" the vector from Pi to P; and ,;j= lli;ill . Since the mass of a

copper atom is (7.0542)10-22 gr, equation (2.9) is equivalent to

(2.3) *,a;- f [-s.eg-a+os(10-2)+(E-'E12€ilii;/gr 
cm\

i=1. L '';i "'l-)ffi\;;A/r+ J

( 1 .0b42) ro-2zdi- .1' I ta'3s8408J ( rc-2)+ (184+4g\L4lreU)
,i---t t---4- \ -' \'ii -)F\=a/'

a2"-; - $dt2 - i.L=ar*t

I Z .gSztS2,t ',.28 , 17.65555. 
^3olr-riL---q-'" ---4I- F

or

(2.4) , i = Ir2,3r4

To solve the syste^ (2.4) efficiently, we make the time transforma,tion

? = 10151 sec,

from which it follows that
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(2.5)

(2.6)

,, =# =#.# =#.101s = r,lorb

d'r, _dr, _d'r, . rn o

dt2- dt-dr2

and (2.4) reduces to

(2.r) {*=f l-'ozssztsz-'rz'o,s.sss'lJ-;:.7F:t''u l--, ---4-F'
i+i L

For initial data we have

(sr,ut,rr) - (0.0, 2.008978)

(xz,Az,zr) : (0, 7 .420562, 0)

(re,Ve,zr) = (1 .230243' - .7L02811 ' 0)

(oq,aq,zq) = ( - 1.230243, - .710281'7, 0)

and choose

V1 = (0 ,0, -V ") , V2=Vt=Vs- O.

Ve will determine the minimum value Vz for which Pl passes through the

plane of Pz, Ps, P4. Intuitively, such behavior is fluid-like and should

enable one to characterize the melting transition.

Beginning vith Vr=0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4t ..., 1.0 and running each such

choice for 750,000 time steps using the leap-frog formulas L4) with
LT = 0.0004, it is found that 0.21V"<0.3. Refining Vz then to Vr=0.20,
0,2L , 0 .22,

0.20 < Vz<0.21. Continuing in the indicated fashion, it is found that, to
five decimal places, Vr=0.20380. Thus, from (2.5),

u,= (0.20380)1015 i/s = (0.20380)107 :db.

If t is the initial speed of P, relative to the mass center of the



system, then u =tr"=(g.15285)107 cm/sec. Ve now define the melting point

7'o of copper in 'K bY

ro - cQ*a2),

in which c is a constant which is deterrnined as foll0ws' Since the mass of

a copper atom is (1.0542)10-22 gt and its melting point is 1357'K' equation

(2.8) implies

1.Jb7 =c(})C r . 0542)70-22 7o . tszas) 2totn

(2.8)

so that

but, to 0.2%, one finds

(2.e)

C =(1.101935)1013.

c = (f)rono,

in which h is Planckts constant (6 '6257)tO-zz '

From the results above, ve propose that the general forrnula' for the

melting point ?o of anY sYstem is

(2.10) ro=({{ffi2)roao x

and proceed to examine the applicability of this formula to other atomic

species.

3. Noble qae-!41-ssla!ieac

For a,tomic interaction, potential formulas are available primarily

for helium and the noble gases 12). lJe wilI direct attention in this

section to the noble gases. It may be noted immediately that the formula



(2.7) for copper was derived by a least square fit
and only a limited number of such data sets seem to

of
be

an available data set
avai lable.

As we turn attention to the noble gases, however, difficult problens
of choice result irnmedia,tely. Not only are there structurally different
potential formulas available, like those of Buckingham, Corner and Lennard-
Jones, but each particular form may have a variety of parameter values
available l2). For example, for argon, there are at least five different
parameter values available for the general Lennard-Jones potential:

(3. 1) 6(,) =

In the present section we will limit attention by considering only
Lennard-Jones potentials and vill consider exactly three different
parameter sets for each noble gas. Using the Boltzmann constant
e-(1.38055)10-16, we have recorded in Ta,ble I the resulting pa,rameters for
(3.1) for ea,ch noble gas. Also listed are the respective ma,sses,

Table

Noble
Gas

€
(x10-16 erg) (A)

r'
(A)

mass
(xrc-u

gr)

Computed
vz

F.xp.
Melt. Pr.

('c)

To
("c)

Ne ? 49.14758
48.18120
49.2856

+
X

2.749
2.78
2.789

3.085648
3.t20444
3.t30547

33.47954 0.M804
0.M7&
0.04815

-249 -249
-249
-249

A +tos.gggg
+tffi.+zlt

"l71.188

3.405
3.N
3.418

3.82t983
3.81637t
3.836575

6.2788r O.MzN
0.{J62y2
0.M342

-189 -1v3
-r9l
-190

KI +236.07405
+zt8.tzag
'227.1W5

3.ffi
3.597
3.60

4.0408r.3
4.031496
4.040t363

L39.0348 0.05251
0.05066
0.05150

-r57 -154
-162
-158

Xe '305.1016
+zgg.slgq

'3r6.14ffi

4.100
3.963
4.055

4.ffi2094
4.448317
4.551584

zL7.U34 0.04881
0.04822
0.0/,952

-112 -7L2
-tt6
-107

-Parameters determined from second virial coefficients
"Parameters determined from viscosiw
'See remark about this calculation.

n,lGu),"-(FI]



equilibrium distances ,* and minimum calculated values V z' For the

interested reader, a F0RTRAN Program for these calculations is given in

Appendix I of Greenspan t5]. The experimental melting point t6] and

theoretical melting point ?6r from (2.10), are recorded in the final column

of Table I. These are given in'c because the experimental results have

been determined in "C.

The calculated values ?o in Table I indicate quite clearly that they

are sensitive to the choices of e and o. Thus, the method requires highly

accurate values of e and o for applicability. Nevertheless, for each noble

Bas, at least one value of To is very accurate. In this connection,

however, there is one minor deception in the table. The third case for

krypton is not one avaitable in the literature. Indeed, for the first two

cases, the values of 6 are essentially the same. It is interesting that

different researchers have found the same 6, but have deduced such

different val-ues of e. Our third case is then an artificial case in which

we chose the same o as in the first two cases but merely averaged the e

values, to yield the correct ?s.

4. Heliurn

Calculation of the melting point of helium requires special

considerations. There are two reasons for this. First, though potential

functions are available, the differentiation of these functions for

dynamical calculations maenifies errors. Differentiation simply does not

have the stable character of integration. Second, in degrees Kelvin, the

experimental nelting point is 0.8'Kr which is so close to zeto that

numerical accuracy, after differentiation is introduced, is not easily

achievable. In this section, then, we will consider three structura'IIy

different potential" [2] and compare the results for each. These

potentials are

6(,) = 4(74.1os22) ro-16fuzpJ',-(L+5of] ""r.(4.1)

(Lennard-Jones )



(4.2)

(4.3)

d0) =lnru"-4no' - b60e-5'33" - 1# - 3-Jlro-12 
"'s.

( Rosen-Margi nau-Page )

6?)

( S later-Ki rkwood)

Recall also that the mass of helium is (6.64082)10-24 gr.

The computation using the Lennard-Jones potential follows in the
fashion described in Section 3 andr 8s recorded in Table II, yields
r* =2.869013 , V" = 0.05683 , Ta - -266.34" C. The other two potentials
require more extensive considerations, so let us consider next the Rosen-
Marginau-Page potential in detail.

From the Rosen-Marginau-Page potential (4.2), it forlows that

r =foz o"- 4'4or - 2ss4"- 5'33r - "F - 
r1;1ro- 

^

From the dynamical equation

-l 7'0"-^*'- 
] [ntt'-n'uo"

-L'-+9h0-r2 erq. if r <2.6I
rul -

1.5 2.571,a-rz-"u--3--ff3110-." erg, if r >2.6L

Table tr

r. (A)

Rosen-Marginau-Page 0.9795108
3.1835732

( 6.64082)!O-24a = f,



To determine r* from (4.4), one nust solve the transcendental equation

one finds

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.7 )

(4.8)

-4'4or -44g.46257e-s.3sr-1.255869-
,7

3.6140115l, n2o A______3_lau _____r.
r" I sec4 -l tap.8r6r2\edto L'

3.6140115.l' n-lo---;r-l'"

( 61 2 . 87 672) e- a'aor - 44g . 46257 e-5'3sr - 1' 255869 - 3' 6 1401 1 5 - ^___7-___-F-_".

(4.5) has two solutions, nameIYInterestingly enough, equation

r* = 0.97951080 and r* = 3.1835732.

Transforming (4.5) by T =1015t reduces (a. ) tu

(4.6) *; =[(ot, .876l2)e-a'aor - 44s.462sre-5'33' -dr" I'

,)Fd-\ - lSSg . gCZeT 
"-4.60r 

_
d,Tn I

Lo-ro. r ( 2.61
J

r.3462193

d2 r^ -l az a . r sszT 
"- 

4.Bor -dTO L

_3.02?7n110-1r, r > 2.6r.r"l

Applying the leap frog formulas to (4.6) with A?=0.0004, as described in

Section 2 using r*=0.97951080 yields a minimum V"=O.OO2379 and, from

(2.10) , To= -272.99' C, as recorded in Table II. For r* =3.1835732' one

finds a minimum V"=0.008665 and To= -272.84" C. The FORTRAN progran is
available in Appendix II of Greenspan [5].

Consider now the Slater-Kirkwood potential. It can be ha.ndled in a

fashion entirely analogous to the Rosen-Maringau-Page potential as follows.
From (4.3), the dynamica,I equations are

,7

7.3552543
,7

Now, the right-hand side of (4.7) has two values r* which reduce it to zero.

However, only one of the two is in the range r ( 2.6L, and it is
r* .= 2.4257225. Sirni larly, for (4.8) , there a.re two values of u*, but only

one is in the ra.nge r)2.67, namelyr r*=2.9430528. For r*=2.4257225, the

ninimum V, is 0.006700 and To= -272.9L' C, while for r* =2.94305228, the

minimum val-ue V" is 0.008010 and ?o - -272.87' C, as recorded in Table II.
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The conputer program is ava,ilable in Appendix rrr of Greenspan [b].

5. Homogeneous, Diatomic lolecular Solids

Ve turn next to solids vhich are composed of homogeneous, diatomic
molecules. For these, we will consider all- available cases for which there
exist at least two Lennard-Jones formulas of type (g.1) and will apply the
methodolo8y of Section 3. The molecules considered are H, D2, Nz, 02, and
cr2 l2l.

Using the same tabular notations as in Table I, we have listed the
parameter values and computationar results in Table rrr.

Table m

Again, except for the Cl, case, each nolecule has at least one related
parameter set for which the calculation yields excellent results. For C12,

Molecule e

(x10-16 erg)
o

(A) r
mass

(10'a gr)
Computed

vz
Brp.

Melt. Pt.
('c)

ro ('c)

H2 + 51.08035
x +s.9lz3zx 52.4&m
+ +o.3tzb

2.928
2.968
2.915
2.87

3.28656888
3.33146736
3.27197687
3.2214ffi8

3.3448 0.14737
0.14004
o.t4E28
o.l3t25

-259.L9 -250.4
-252.6
-249.9
-255.r

D2 + 51.08035
42.935L05
54.255615

-t-

X

2.m8
2.87
2.948

3.28656888
3.22Iffi8
3.30901812

6.6896 0.10529
0.49676
0.touz

-252.89 -249.97
-253.55
-2,18.-{8

N2 -132.3949
+r3l.2ztt

"t2a3zo3xtto.tslg

3.71
3.698
3.681
3.749

4.1&3320
4.150W65
4.131782ffi
4.2081102r

6.5028 0.06676
0.06650
0.066.45
0.06681

-249.K -208.6
-249.t
-2W.2
-208.5

o2 +l,62.g049

'162.2t46
xt5o.oo2t5

'rzl.4g84

3.46
3.58
3.433
3.541

3.88371869
4.01841413
3.85341221
3.974638rr

53.1186 0.06855
0.06857
0.06715
0.05w2

-218.4 -200.2
-205.6
-2L3.6
-188.1

clz "4yz.8sr4
":5a.got35

4.tts
4.4

4.61893t33
4.93883301

1,17.7037 0.08047
0.M946

-100.98 -36.3
-96.&



note that only two parameter sets were available, neither of which wa,s

derived from quantum mechanica,l considerations. Moreover, even in the CI2

case, one of the results is in error by only 4%.

6. Remarks

Ve have shown here how to determine melting points . for special
classes of solids using the numerical solution of the four-body problem.

The results r/ere uniformly good, but were dependent on the accuracy of
available potential i'ormulas and on the accuracy of the derivatives of
these formulas. Extension to more complex solids is possible only within
these constraints.
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